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The “Agreement on security cooperation” between Italy and Ukraine, which Italian Prime
Minister Meloni and President Zelensky signed in Kijev, is not a formal declaration, but a real
military pact that makes Italy a belligerent country in the war against Russia.

The pact commits Italy to supply more armaments to Kijv and to train its troops according to
NATO operational procedures. Not only this. The pact states that

“In the event of a future Russian armed attack against Ukraine, Italy, and Ukraine will
consult within 24 hours to determine the measures necessary to counter the aggression
and Italy will provide Ukraine with rapid defence support.”

Since French President Macron announced that European NATO countries might send their
troops to Ukraine against Russia, there is a real possibility that Italy will do so too, taking us
directly into war against Russia. Moscow’s voice went unheeded, warning that in this case
there would be a direct clash between NATO forces and Russian forces, both equipped with
nuclear weapons.

In this situation, “the war of spies” takes place. As a major New York Times investigation
shows, the CIA has built its vast network in Ukraine and other European countries. It trains
Ukrainian  agents  on  how  to  assume  false  identities  and  “find  out  Russian  spies  in  other
countries!” The program was called Operation Goldfish. Operation Goldfish operatives have
been deployed to 12 new operational bases along the Russian border, linked to two new
secret electronic espionage bases.

What Zelensky declared falls into the same context: “Meloni is with us but there are too
many pro-Putin in Italy.” Zelensky then announced: “We are preparing a list of Russian
propagandists – it is not regarding only Italy. It’s a long list and we want to present it to the
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European Commission, to the European Parliament, to the EU leaders.” Soon, therefore,
Zelensky will hand over to Meloni the proscription list of “pro-Putins”, drawn up by the CIA.
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